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Small fire
leads to
Cravens
evacuation
BY EMMA COLLINS
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
On Tuesday morning, a fire broke
out in Cravens Graduate Center and
Library resulting in an evacuation of
the entire building.
According to Daniel Peach, library
facilities coordinator, the fire started
on the first floor of the library when a
spark caught some insulation on fire.
“It was extinguished quickly, but it
did create a full response and evacuation of the building,” Peach said.
Maintenance staff was working on the
heating and cooling system on the first
floor. According to Bryan Russell, chief
facilities officer, the staff was using a
grinding machine, a machine that uses
a coarse wheel to grind down materials.
“They were using a grinder to grind
some bolts off of a steel plate, and
some spark ignited some paperbacked insulation,” Russell said.
The fire remained small and caused
very little damage; only some of the
insulation will need to be replaced.
Peach attributes this to the quick action of a member of the maintenance
staff.
“He got the fire out really quickly.
The fire extinguisher was right there,
so he put it out, and it just created
more smoke than flames,” Peach said.
Despite this, the fire alarm did go off
and all nine floors of the library had
to be evacuated. The fire department
was also called.
“It happened all really quickly; we
got everybody out,” Peach said.
The fire and subsequent evacuation
did not affect the library’s hours. The fire
did not affect the nearby Helm Library.
Helm and Cravens are connected
by two walkways between the second
floor of Helm and the fifth floor of Cravens, and the first floor of Helm and
the fourth floor of Cravens. Despite
these walkways, Helm did not have to
be evacuated.
“Cravens and Helm are two separate buildings, so if ours goes off then
theirs won’t unless it hits both, affecting both buildings,” Jessica Simpson, a
Helm employee, said. “They’re together, but they’re separate.”

Bowling Green native Jouana Cueas, 14, holds up the tray of sweet breads she and her mother are purchasing from the
bakery at Mercadito Hispano on Feb. 13. "I only know the name of the churros," Cueas said. "This pan [bread] is for home.
My mother knows all the names." Mercadito Hispano, along with the restaurant and market, offers services as a bakery and
butcher shop. JOSEPH BARKOFF/HERALD

A taste of EL salvador

Across the tracks

WKU student’s family shares culture in community
BY JOSEPH BARKOFF
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Located in an older, dilapidated
neighborhood across the tracks from
WKU on Woodford Avenue, the Mercadito Hispano restaurant occupies a
one-story duplex.
Though El Salvadoran in its roots,
Mercadito Hispano is a hub of Hispanic diversity in Bowling Green.
However, Mercadito Hispano is often mistaken as a Mexican restaurant.
Through one entrance in the front of
the building is a modest, clean restaurant, and on the other side is a small

market with ripe avocados, frozen tamales and everything in between.
Manager Melissa Escoto, Bowling
Green sophomore, is a double major in marketing and management at
WKU. She is also the middle child of
Mercadito Hispano’s owner and chef
Gloria Escoto.
“Anywhere you go,” Melissa Escoto
said, “slang and accents — a lot of
people can tell where you are from by
your accent.”
Mercadito means “little market,”
and Hispano is an all encompassing
reference to being descended from the
original conquistadores of Spain.

After Spain conquered large areas of
Central and South America in the 15th
and 16th centuries, the conquerors'
offspring, regardless of their native
country today, are referred to as Hispanos.
Mercadito Hispano, as it has done
for the last 15 years, caters to a community of customers from various origins.
Antonio Ramirez, 33, originally from
Mexico and Texas, now lives in Russellville. He has driven 40 minutes east
at least once every week for 10 years to

SEE MERCADITO PAGE A2

Presidential search to be conducted by hiring firm
BY MONICA KAST
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The Board of Regents voted
unanimously to utilize an executive hiring firm to search
for WKU's next president during its meeting on Friday.
This is common practice
during searches for the new
executive of a company or
business, but many students
at WKU might be unfamiliar
with the role a firm will play
in the selection of their next
president.
Mickey Matthews, international chairman of Stanton
Chase, an international executive hiring firm, provided
more information about executive hiring firms and their
roles in selecting candidates.
“The primary goal of an executive search firm is to part-

ner with their clients to help
them put in place the best
leadership talent to assist
them in reaching their corporate goals,” he said in an email.
“This can involve assessing
and evaluating internal or external executives.”
Kristen Miller, WKU alumna,
was on the search committee
that appointed current WKU
president Gary Ransdell. She
was the student body president and student regent in
1997, the year Ransdell was
selected.
“It was a lengthy process, as
it should be,” she said of the
selection process.
She said the search committee was made of both community and university representatives in a manner similar to

SEE SEARCH COMMITTEE
PAGE A2 cartoon by jennifer king
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Administrators detail campus closing procedures
BY JUSTIN TURNER & KJ
HALL
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

Unpredictable winter weather can lead to some last minute decisions when it comes to
closing campus.
It wasn’t until Monday
morning that WKU students
received the email that stated
WKU campuses were closed
and classes were cancelled
due to the snow.
On Sunday night, WKU
decided the Bowling Green
campus would remain open
as usual until later advised.
Elizabethtown and Fort Knox
campuses were closed, and
the decision for other regional
campuses would be pending.
The decision-making process for events like snowstorms begins with a group
of WKU staff who convene to
discuss the possibilities or necessities of closing campuses.
Bob Skipper, public affairs
director of Media Relations,
sent the emails announcing
the status of their decisions on
Sunday evening and Monday
morning. Skipper is included
in the group of WKU staff who
confer about cancellations.
“We have a group that in-

cludes campus police, Facilities Management, Environmental Health and Safety,
myself and Dr. Lee,” Skipper
said.
David Lee, provost and vice
president of Academic Affairs,
takes the recommendation to
President Gary Ransdell, who
ultimately makes the choice.
“I provide him with the information that’s been generated
by the group,” Lee said. “Usually, we have a recommendation, he and I talk about it, and
he makes the final decision.”
At present, the group that
formulates the recommendation does not consult a representative from WKU’s meteorology program.
“There are no meteorology
faculty members who are involved in it,” Lee said. “We
do have pretty good access to
professional meteorology expertise through media.”
Skipper said the committee
follows a variety of resources,
including the National Weather
Service, regarding the forecast.
Kelli McShane, WKU Storm
Team secretary, weighed in
on the snowy weather this
weekend. She said a variety
of meteorological factors can
influence the impact a winter

MERCADITO

Continued from FRONT

purchase delicacies made in the bakery.
“It’s the best place for sweet breads
and cakes for birthdays,” Ramirez said.
According to census data, the Hispanic community in Bowling Green
has grown to 6.5 percent of the population in the past few years.
As the population grows, Melissa Es-

SEARCH COMMITTEE

Continued from FRONT

the search committee WKU will use to
find its next president.
“We started meeting on a regular basis,” Miller said. “We started identifying
strengths and weaknesses we wanted a
search firm to look for.”

Residents of Bowling Green take to the streets and head to Hospital Hill for some fun in the snow on
Jan. 25. While snow was still falling, dozens of people were already sledding and snowboarding all
along the hill. GABRIEL SCARLETT/HERALD
storm will have.
“Overnight, they were counting on the rain melting the
snow, but that doesn’t exactly
work like that,” McShane said.
“You need a lot of rain in order
to melt any amount of snow.”
McShane said she felt the
WKU staff ultimately made

the correct decision in closing
all campuses because some
students were traveling back
from the weekend.
“Travel was a big issue,” McShane said. “Highways were
closed, shut down because of
accidents and the weather.”
Skipper said the most im-

portant factor is safety for students, faculty and staff.
“We look at how the campus
looks, how the roads coming
into campus are going, what
the impact is going to be with
the weather, and all that is taken
into consideration with an eye
towards safety,” Skipper said.

coto hopes to help her family’s business grow with it.
“Hopefully in the future — the reason
I am going into marketing and management — I would like to open a whole
other business, like the whole store, on
the other side of town towards Scottsville Road,” Melissa Escoto said. “I think
that would be a really good area especially with the interstate right there.”
A specialty of Mercadito Hispano

and El Salvador is the pupusa. Similar to a taco, the pupusa is made with
a corn meal mixture called masa de
maiz. Instead of cooking the masa to
form a flattened vessel, the maker adds
fillings like beans, cheese and pork to
its center, covers the filling with more
masa and cooks the dish on a flat top.
A 2012 thesis study by Caitlin A. Reyes
at WKU found that of the 80 people surveyed, more than 30 percent of the His-

panic population responding to the questionnaire were from El Salvador; Mexico
was a close second with over 20 percent.
Melissa Escoto doesn’t get upset
when classmates are misinformed
about what country her family is from.
“Anywhere you go, honestly, the first
thing people think if you speak Spanish
is that you’re Mexican,” Melissa Escoto
said. “Obviously some people take it [as]
offensive, and some people let it slide.”

Matthews elaborated on the importance of identifying what the business
— or, in this case, university — looks
for in the new executive.
“The search firm must understand
the client’s values, goals, strategy and
culture and then overlay the responsibilities and accountabilities of the
specific role being recruited for,” he

said. “During the search process, the
firm speaks to, meets with and interviews numerous potential candidates
and sources and seeks ... to match
the alignment of the best candidates
based on their belief systems and experiences with the ideal profile of the
client.”
At the board's meeting Friday, Feb.

12, search committee chairman Philip
Bale said the committee's first task
would be to establish a presidential
profile to advise the firm.
Miller said the search firm they used
in 1997 did “a lot of the heavy lifting”
and recruited people who might be
interested in the position of university
president.
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WKU hosts state forensics tournament starting Friday
BY EMMA COLLINS
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
On Feb. 19 and 20, the WKU
Forensics team will be hosting
and competing in the 43rd Annual Kentucky Forensic Association State Tournament.
The tournament, which will
be held in Garrett Conference
Center, will feature students
from various universities and
colleges across the state.
According to Ben Pyle, assistant director of forensics, the
job of hosting the tournament
rotates from campus to campus, and this year WKU was
chosen.
Pyle said hosting involves
“making sure that we have
enough available rooms for
all of the different debate and
individual events rounds, ensuring we have food to feed all
of our guests, and making sure
that we have enough judges to
judge all of our rounds.”
Ensuring there are enough
judges to moderate the rounds

is important, and judges come
from across the state.
Jessica Furgerson, director of
debate and the public address
coach, said the list of judges
includes WKU professors, the
staff of WKU Forensics, coaches from other universities
and members of the Bowling
Green community.
The judges will adjudicate various competitions
throughout
the
two-day
event. While each competition will have its own unique
set of judging criteria, certain
aspects must be present in all
presentations and speeches.
“It all sort of comes down to
being thoughtful in your approach and using words wisely or in powerful ways to persuade or move your audience
to some capacity,” Tyler Rife,
graduate assistant coach, said.
WKU’s 38-member team
spends months preparing for
tournaments. Many of the
students began preparing in
August 2015.
“Every student on the team

throughout the entire year is
having sessions with coaches
and is constantly trying to improve upon their slots following each tournament,” Rife
said.
Members of the team will be

“Elimination rounds work
just like the March NCAA
bracket,” Furgerson said. “The
top team gets the lowest team,
and whoever wins keeps going
and whoever loses is eliminated from the tournament.”

It all sort of comes down to being
thoughtful in your approach and
using words wisely or in powerful ways to persuade or move
your audience to some capacity.”
Tyler Rife
competing in a variety of categories over the weekend with
many students competing in
multiple events.
According to Furgerson, all
students competing in the
debate portion of the tournament will participate in five
preliminary rounds. The top
eight teams will move on to
elimination rounds.

Individual events, such as
impromptu and individual
speaking, have only two preliminary rounds in which all
contestants participate. Contestants present before one
judge who ranks the students
on a scale of one to six with
one being the best possible
score.
After the preliminary rounds,

the top six students advance
to a final round where they
will be judged by three judges.
Events are expected to run
continuously on both Friday
and Saturday, and guests who
want to watch the competition can stop by the tournament at anytime.
“There’s events happening
pretty much on an hourly basis after the start times, and
so if [guests] were to show up
anytime throughout the day,
they would be able to catch
an event that is happening,”
Furgerson said.
The tournament, which is
free for spectators, begins at
about noon on Friday and
about 9 a.m. on Saturday.
This tournament is the premiere tournament in the state,
and the team is excited to be
hosting it this year.
“We have done well at the
tournament in many previous years, but to have it on
our home campus should be
pretty thrilling,” Rife said.

WKU to host women's leadership conference
BY MONICA KAST
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
WKU will be hosting Women Leading, a conference
about leadership styles and
opportunities for women, in
Downing Student Union on
Friday, Feb. 19.
The conference is sponsored by the WKU LEAD
Coalition, WKU Women in
Science and Engineering, or
WISE, and the Ogden College
of Science and Engineering.
The conference will feature
three guest speakers who are
women that hold prominent
leadership positions.
Carly Speranza, a former
intelligence officer in the
United States Air Force and
current department chairwoman at the National Intelligence University, will be
presenting on understanding leadership differences
between men and women.
Susan Wente, the provost

and vice chancellor for Academic Affairs at Vanderbilt
University, will be speaking on different pathways to
leadership opportunities.
Laura Bryan, vice president
for Academic Affairs and

thinking about and start a
conversation about leading
broadly.
“We have to move past the
idea that only men can lead
and women have to follow,”
Daday said.

Men will be working for women;
men will be led by women. Men
will need to know how to work
with these different leadership
styles.”
dean of
Transylvania University, will
be presenting on balancing
life at work and outside of
work.
Jerry Daday, associate professor of sociology and executive director of the Center
for Faculty Development,
is one of the event planners and said the goal of the
conference is to “get people

Jerry Daday
Daday formerly worked
at a Fortune 500 company.
He said he was shocked by
the lack of female presence
in the business world and
also by the lack of females in
higher education leadership
positions.
“Women are getting about
half of the PhDs in this country and over half of the bach-

elor's degrees, yet we don’t
see women in these prominent leadership positions,”
Daday said.
Women have earned over
half of all bachelor’s degrees
and half of the bachelor’s
degrees in science and engineering fields since the late
1990s, according to a study
done by the National Science
Foundation in 2014. However, women are still in fewer
leadership roles both in business and higher education.
Cheryl Stevens, the dean
of Ogden College, said that
since she has been at WKU,
increasing the number of
female faculty in Ogden College has been a priority.
Stevens also helped start
the WISE program on campus.
“We created a Women in
Science and Engineering
group in Ogden whose purpose is to provide some programming to help female
faculty navigate some of the

challenges associated with
being successful in their jobs
and being able to successfully compete for promotions
and tenure,” Stevens said.
“When Jerry Daday asked if
I was interested in serving
on the conference steering
committee, I thought it was a
great way to also support our
WISE initiative.”
Daday added that this conference will be beneficial for
both men and women.
“Men will be working for
women; men will be led by
women,” Daday said. “Men
will need to know how to
work with these different
leadership styles.”
Daday said they have filled
the 200 reserved seats for
the conference but will have
overflow rooms available in
DSU, where the conference
will be broadcast and available to watch. It will also be
broadcast to WKU’s regional
campuses.

SGA to travel to Frankfort for lobbying efforts

BY DUSTIN SKIPWORTH

HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

Representatives from the
WKU Student Government
Association are traveling to
Frankfort on Tuesday, Feb. 23,
to meet with Kentucky commonwealth representatives.
The meeting will focus on
impacts of higher education
funding cuts outlined in Gov.
Matt Bevin’s recent budget
proposal.
“It’s going to speak volumes,”
SGA Vice President Nolan

Miles said.
Miles organized the lobbying effort and set up meetings
with three state representatives.
Those representatives include Jody Richards, Derrick
Graham and Johnny Bell. SGA
is also slated to meet with one
state senator, Sen. David Givens.
According to SGA President
Jay Todd Richey, the WKU
representatives will focus on
two main lobbying points:
a reduction of budget cuts
to higher education and 100

percent restoration of needbased financial aid.
The Kentucky Legislature is
scheduled to vote on Bevin’s
proposed budget on March 1.
The budget includes a 4.5
percent cut to state universities' funding now and a 9 percent cut next fiscal year.
Need-based financial aid —
especially lottery funded financial aid — has been a hotly
debated topic in recent years.
About 62,000 students were
denied need-based financial
assistance last year after the
legislature moved $28 million

in financial aid from the lottery fund to the general fund.
Bevin’s budget proposal allows
lottery funds to be used for
special workforce programs
for students rather than needbased programs.
SGA senator Hannah Neeper
has high hopes for the Tuesday meetings.
“Actually going there shows
more dedication to WKU students,” Neeper said. “Being
face-to-face with someone is
important.”
To prepare WKU representatives, organizers will distribute

talking points and statistics
relating to the budget cuts and
financial aid.
“We’re preparing them with
knowledge to properly represent WKU students,” said
Miles. “We want to make this
as seamless as possible.”
Representatives lobbying in
Frankfort will leave at about
6:30 a.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 23,
to make their scheduled meeting time.
SGA is working to provide
transport through WKU, but
if they can’t, they hope to carpool.
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Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

Taylor Ashford @AntoinetteTay_:
My butt is hurting in these cheap
plastics chairs Wku has in they classroom . — 12:04 PM - 16 Feb 2016
Jared Rosdeutscher @rosdeutscher:
This guy has been editing a picture
of a dog for at least 5+ minutes now
in my Rock and Roll history class
#WKU — 11:33 AM - 16 Feb 2016
wolf o'donnell @coreyelam: Wku's
top secret mission is to graduate a
student who will go on to direct a
re-make of E.T. — 9:02 AM - 16 Feb
2016
Tanya Buckner @PreMedona19:
Forgot the name of the stupid library so I kept googling Wes-Cravens Library WKU — 8:58 AM - 15
Feb 2016
Andrew Jackson @sackofcheese55:
I'd really like to think Skipper, Bob
gave us #PresidentsDay off for me
#wku — 8:04 AM - 15 Feb 2016
Carrie Moscoe
@CeMoscoe: I
would like to thank my Valentine,
Skipper Bob, for the slightly late but
still very thoughtful gift #wku —
6:41 AM - 15 Feb 2016

SALTED POPCORN

Mallory B @nothin_butt_rum:
Nothing better than waking up to
a text from wku saying classes are
canceled — 4:35 AM - 15 Feb 2016

'deadpool'

Ryan Pait @ryanpait: *students
getting into wrecks; slipping; sliding*
WKU: ¯\_(솒)_/¯ — 4:36 PM - 14 Feb
2016

The merc with a movie

As 2016 rolls
along, one can
only
imagine how much
more
money
Marvel
Studios will make.
Maybe they’ll
release
another Avengers
film, or maybe
they’ll finally
JACK
release a movJOHNSON
ie that stars a
female as the
SALTED
lead. Unheard
POPCORN: Have
you ever been enjoy- of, right?
Regardless of
ing a movie, and
what
Marvel
then you just trail
decides to do
off about one thing
with its boomfor the next four
ing movie busiminutes? Imagine
that, but I'm writing ness, one thing
can be said for
it down instead.
sure:
Marvel
knows how to make comic book
movies. It seems to understand
exactly how to balance its films to

appeal to both its core audience,
comic book fans, and to the wider
movie-going population in general.
There might not be a better example of this prowess than in their latest popcorn flick “Deadpool.”
The film stars Ryan Reynolds as
Wade Wilson, or the eponymous
Deadpool — a comically damaged
human being who knows how to
kick some serious ass.
After being diagnosed with latestage cancer, Wilson contacts an
old student of his and proceeds
to build an empire selling crystal
meth...
Wait. Sorry, that's the wrong story.
After being diagnosed with cancer, Wilson signs his life away to a
shady organization that’s bent on
activating mutant genes in willing
test subjects. A few plot points later, Deadpool is born, and boy, does
he make an entrance.
The film’s humor is the main selling point. The action is visceral,
animated and enjoyable, as is the
film’s soundtrack, but the humor is

what you came for.
Reynolds and the supporting cast
do a fantastic job of making their
world a gritty, colorful, smart-assed
one. The movie actually surprises
you with how endearing the characters become. They might not be
your run-of-the-mill superheroes,
but that’s why you like them. Deadpool is meta; he’s aware that he’s a
ridiculous character. That’s what
sells the movie.
“Deadpool” was a significant risk
for Marvel. It’s an R-rated comic
book movie, and despite what
many fans had feared, it completely
earns that rating. Resisting an alltoo-easy move, “Deadpool” never
treats you like you’re an idiot. The
jokes are witty, self-referential and
consistently funny, and the film
never takes itself too seriously.
If there had been any doubt about
“Deadpool” becoming a hit, all of
that has evaporated. The film left
me grinning from start to finish,
and it’ll almost certainly have the
same effect on you.

Rachel Phelps @bookchick08: @
NICKIMINAJ please tell @wku to
cancel class tomorrow because it is
too dangerous — 4:25 PM - 14 Feb
2016
Tabitha Conley @tabithaconley:
Aight #SkipperBob. Today's call
will make or break whether you're
my main valentine or not. #wku —
11:57 AM - 14 Feb 2016

PAUL AND HIS CAT

How to have fun while being broke this spring break
Dear Paul and His Cat,
Spring break is coming up,
but I'm borderline broke. I still
want to do something fun during our one week of freedom —
any tips?

Paul :

Ah, a classic dilemma.
You want to live out your Instagram fantasies on the west
coast, but you’re a student assistant who works 12 hours a
week. Luckily, we have tips!

Paul’s cat : Meow.
Paul : First of all,

istent, unless they are jerks,
and you might reconnect with
someone you distantly liked at
some point in your life.
If you have no friends — or if
they are all losers who moved
back to your hometown after
drinking away their grades —
consider Airbnb. It’s cheap, you
usually end up with more space
than if you got a hotel, and you
get to see what living in that
particular city is actually like.

Paul’s cat : Consider looking

check if
any of your Facebook friends
live anywhere remotely cool.
It makes lodging costs nonex-

for places to stay through other
social media networks too. Ask
some of your business contacts
on LinkedIn. Send a playlist on
Spotify. Send some inquisitive

Snapchats.

Paul :

Day trips are another great, cheap way to travel.
Nashville, Louisville, Lexington
and Knoxville are all less than
four-hour drives and are all fun
cities to explore.

Paul’s cat :

I have a great
cardboard box you can come
hang out in.

Paul :

If all else fails, staycation it is! Visit that one restaurant you and your friends always want to try. Go caving in
Mammoth Cave or set sail in
Lost River Cave. Have you ever
checked out Dinosaur World?

Want to have your problem solved by Paul and his
cat? Email paulandhiscat@gmail.com. If published,
letters may be edited for space or clarity.
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FOR SALE
BUY - SELL - TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also, comics, toys, CCGs, RPGs, more! The Great
Escape Records & Comics. 2945 Scottsville Rd (near
Greenwood Mall) (270)782-8092

HELP WANTED
Ogden Place Apartments
Apartment Manager(s) needed.
Bookkeeping/rentals and collection experience
preferred. Furnished. 859-492-5045. One vacancy now.
Looking for someone to help me with computer skills.
270-784-5152

City of Bowling Green
SUMMER AQUATICS
Applications are currently being accepted for the
following Parks and Recreation Aquatics positions for the
Russell Sims Aquatic Center. Hours, salaries, and job
requirements will vary depending on the position.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pool Attendants I & II
Pool Lifeguards
Swim Instructors
Concession/Admission Manager
Recreation Staff Assistant I
Pool Manager
Assistant Pool Manager
Laborer

Interested applicants can apply online at
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs or at the Human Resources
Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling
Green. The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

City of Bowling Green
LANDSCAPE HELPER
Parks & Recreation - Landscape
Assists with maintenance of landscaped areas,
including watering, weeding, spraying with pesticides,
mowing, pruning, and fertilizing. Installing plant
material according to design, and maintaining areas.
REQUIREMENTS: High School diploma, GED, or
vocational school with one year of grounds keeping
experience preferred. SALARY: $10.55/hr. plus sick,
vacation, and retirement benefits. HOURS: 35 hrs/wk;
Monday - Thursday 7:00 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.
Fridays 7:00 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
Interested applicants can apply online
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs or at the computers in the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College
Street, Bowling Green.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and Drug-Free Workplace.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, March 4, 2016

City of Bowling Green
LABORERS
Parks & Recreation Department
25 - 40 hours/week, with weekend work required.
Operates assorted equipment for the assigned
department. Responsibilities include but are not limited to: mowing and trimming facility grounds; leaf
pick-up; minor building and equipment repairs;
cleaning restrooms, storage rooms and offices. Valid
driver’s license and acceptable driving record. High
school diploma or GED required, with three to six
months of experience working with various light
equipment. Age 18+. $9.80/hour.
Interested applicants should obtain an employment
application from the Human Resources Department
in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or
from our website at www.bgky.org.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Certified Drug-Free Workplace.

Across
1 In any way
6 Brief
11 Pack the
groceries
14 Actress
O’Donnell
15 “Peter, Peter,
pumpkin __”
16 TV brand
17 *Alabama team
19 Boston Bruin
great Bobby
20 Fisherman’s
Wharf entrée
21 Kevin of
“Dances With
Wolves”
23 Honey makers
25 Okla. neighbor
26 Fighting
30 Item inserted
through eyelets
34 Nappy leather
35 Woodwind
instrument
36 “Veep” channel
38 x or y, on
graphs
39 Dickens’ Drood
41 Crystal ball
gazer
42 Cribbage
marker
43 One of 14 in a
pro’s golf bag
44 Like xenon and
krypton
45 Dietary

supplement
obtained from
predatory fish
48 Up on a map
49 Letter before
upsilon
50 Clearasil
targets
52 Vein in the
neck
56 Actress Wood
61 Eggs
62 Lengthy litany
... and, literally,
what the ends
of the answers
to starred clues
comprise
64 Hawaiian
wreath
65 Cubs Hall of
Famer Banks
66 One committed
to a military career
67 Coppertone
user’s goal
68 Lear daughter
69 Cosmetician
Lauder
Down
1 Circle segments
2 Ripped
3 Cambodia’s
continent
4 Swing support
5 Longtime Buick
model
6 Feels

7 Boater or bowler
8 Suffix with
psych
9 Decorate again
10 Railroad bridge
support
11 *Raspberry
12 43,560 square
feet
13 Actress Teri
18 Sugary ending
22 Earl Grey, for
one
24 *Tinseltown
trade
26 “Now!” in
memos
27 Monkey suits
28 *Dieter’s
concern
29 Newspaper
revenue source
31 __-Wan Kenobi
32 Very long time
33 Longtime
partner of
Siskel
37 Sports
MD’s
specialty
39
Yellowstone
grazer
40 Batman
and Robin,
e.g.
41 __-cone:
shaved ice
dessert

43 Doughnut with
a twist
44 Fashionable
46 Nonpro sports
org.
47 Tree also called
basswood
51 La Brea goo
52 Quite a blow
53 Eye layer
containing the iris
54 Swiss river
55 Step on a
ladder
57 Boxers
Muhammad and
Laila
58 English
elevator
59 “Gotcha”
60 French I
infinitive
63 Actress
Vardalos

PREVIOUS SOLUTION

Work with Special Needs

After-School Programs

Community Education seeks applicants to work with
special needs students during after-school programs at
elementary schools. These positions are part-time for 3
hours per day. Must be available to work 2:30-5:30 p.m.
or 3-6 p.m. each weekday that schools are in session.
Must be dependable, flexible, nurturing, have reliable
transportation, a valid driver’s license, and good communication skills. Obtain application at www.commed.
us. Apply at 1227 Westen Avenue across from CDS #10
off Ashley Circle.

Community Education seeks applicants for after-school
programs at elementary schools. These positions are
part-time for 3 hours per day. Must be available to work
2:30-5:30 p.m. or 3-6 p.m. each weekday that schools
are in session. Must be dependable, flexible, nurturing,
have reliable transportation, a valid driver’s license, and
good communication skills. Obtain application at www.
commed.us. Apply at 1227 Westen Avenue across from
CDS #10 off Ashley Circle.

City of Bowling Green
CAMP COUNSELORS
Parks & Recreation Department Seasonal Positions

City of Bowling Green
GREENSKEEPER
Parks & Recreation Department

CAMP COUNSELORS — Assists with Summer
Camp, leads group activities; some counselors work
with special needs children, teens & adults. Must be
knowledgeable in recreation/sports activities; may
require CPR & First Aid Certification. 40 hours per
week; May thru August; weekend work may be required. Age 17+ ; $8.52/hr.

Operates riding and push lawn mowers, weedeats
and trims grass at CrossWinds, or Paul Walker Golf
Course; assist in general maintenance of the course.
HOURS: 40+ hours/week, Monday — Friday,
(March — November) 5:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.; weekend
and holiday work required; SALARY: $9.80/hr

Interested applicants can apply online www.bgky.org/
hr/jobs or at the Human Resources Department in City
Hall,1001 College Street, Bowling Green.

Interested applicants can apply online
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs or at the Human Resources
Department in City Hall,
1001 College Street, Bowling Green.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Certified Drug-Free Workplace.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College
Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
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William Hardy runs into Carla Whittlow, an old friend and fellow member of Taylor Chapel AME Church, after setting up an exhibit for a special service Sunday, Feb. 7, that
recognized and celebrated African stories in the Bible.

Lifting these truths
Photos by Weston Kenney

A

ABOVE: After her husband’s death in December
2015, Marsha Ingram,
left, receives an award of
memorial from William
Hardy called "My Words of
Comfort" during a special
service Sunday, Feb. 7,
at Taylor Chapel AME
Church.
RIGHT: Churchgoers
recieve the Lord’s Supper
at the end of a special
service at Taylor Chapel
AME Church on Sunday,
Feb. 7.

Charlene Maxwell, bottom, and other members of Taylor Chapel AME Church stand in song and praise on
Sunday, Feb. 7.

frican stories and figures in the Bible are
rarely emphasized during typical weekly
church services, according to William
Hardy, former professor of philosophy and religious studies at Tennessee State University. Hardy
revisited his old church, Taylor Chapel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in Bowling Green, to
recognize important African parables in the Bible.
"Most people, black or white, are given a Eurocentric view of Christianity. African stories are a
neglected truth, so my work over the last 40 years
has lifted these truths," Hardy said.
Hardy gave a sermon on this subject during the
church service and brought a collection of paintings and pictures to illustrate his point that African
culture is widespread in the Bible.
"Africa is the origin of black people in America.
My grandfather was most instructive when I was
in the fifth grade about learning who we were as a
people. As the years went on, it became an interest
to study toward a higher education degree. I took
my first trip to Africa in the 1996-1997 school year.
I was a visiting scholar at the University of Nairobi
in Kenya," Hardy said.

During a special service on Feb. 7 celebrating African
stories in the Bible, William Hardy gives his first sermon at
Taylor Chapel AME Church in five years. "It's the people
here at Taylor Chapel that make my coming back so enjoyable," Hardy said.
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» China: Read about three students who were recently accepted
into an intensive Chinese program on B2.

The life
and times
of Skipper,
Bob
BY SHELBY BRUCE
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU

Lacey Graham, 19, an Elizabethtown sophomore and broadcasting major, was crowned Miss Teen Kentucky United
States. Graham got into pageantry when she was 16. “I was reluctant at first. I never thought I would do one but I did,"
Graham said. Graham has won Miss Kentucky Fair and Miss Teen Kentucky United States. MICHAEL NOBLE JR./HERALD

all hail
the queen

Kentucky selects Hilltopper as pageant queen
BY KALEE CHISM

HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU

Every year, Kentucky selects a new
queen to represent the state to the
rest of the country in Miss Teen United States; this year, the queen a resident of WKU: Miss Teen Kentucky
United States Lacey Graham.
Graham, a sophomore broadcast
news major from Elizabethtown,
started participating in pageants on
a whim at the age of 16.
“One day I was in a hair salon, and
a stylist asked me if I had ever done
a pageant and I said, 'No,'” Graham
said. “And he said he really thinks I
should try one, and I tried one and
I’ve been doing them ever since.”
Graham said her favorite part about
participating in the pageant is all the

people she has met along the way.
She said she was able to meet amazing girls from all around the state of
Kentucky whom she wouldn't have
been able to meet had it not been for
the pageant.
The pageant is made up of four
phases: swimsuit, 10-minute interview, evening gown and onstage
questions. The pageant also had
five judges so each category had a
specialist, according to Katy MoodyCusick, the director of Miss Kentucky
United States Pageant and former
Miss Kentucky United States 2014.
“I look for some [judges] that are
very well-rounded,” Moody-Cusick
said. “What we did this year is we
have four phases of the competition,
so we had five judges. So I selected a
judge who would be a specialist in

each phase, and then our fifth judge
was a former Miss Tennessee United
States so she would be all-encompassing every phase and knowing a
lot about it.”
Moody-Cusick said stage presence
is a huge factor when judges evaluate
contestants.
“They look for the girl that excels
the most in each category,” MoodyCusick said. “Stage presence is a factor in everything other than the interview.”
Miss Teen Kentucky United States
will attend events, including the Unbridled Eve Gala, the Kentucky Derby and the Miss Teen United States
pageant, throughout her reign, but
much of what winners do with their
title is up to them.

Known among the student body
as one of the most important faculty
members on WKU’s campus, director
of media relations Bob Skipper has a
crucial job: among other responsibilities, inform campus about school cancellations. Skipper became the center
of the student body’s Twitter timelines
this past Sunday.
During the recent snow on Valentine's Day, Twitter was abuzz about
why Skipper couldn’t cancel class immediately. This hubbub illustrates one
of the biggest misconceptions students
seem to have about his job.
“The decision is ultimately made by
the president from a recommendation
to the provost by a group that includes
WKU Police, Facilities Management
and Environmental Health & Safety,”
Skipper said in an email.
According to Skipper, his job is to
work with the news media, handle
emergency-crisis communication like
changes to the university schedule, and
to oversee the office that gathers information about the university.
“He participates in these discussions
and is responsible for communicating
the university’s plans for the day,” David Lee, the provost and vice president
for Academic Affairs said. “In that role,
Bob has become a campus celebrity.”
Skipper’s rise to WKU fame began a
little more than two years ago. He said
his coworkers began noticing students
referring to someone named “Skipper
Bob” on Twitter, and the trend grew
from there.
“Once students realized I was a real
person, it escalated,” he said. “When I
began engaging with students, it grew
even more.”
The original email sent to faculty,
staff and students at 5:45 p.m. on Sunday informed them that the Bowling
Green campus would be on a regular
schedule the next day. One of the earliest tweets about the decision came at
5:55 p.m. from the Twitter account @
WKU_GreekHumor.
“Aye bro how am I supposed to know
if it's ok to get wild tonight if you ain't
announcing till the A.M.!? @bskipper59,” the tweet stated.
Tweets continued to roll in throughout the evening. Jared Rosdeutscher,
@rosdeutscher, tweeted a Valentine’s
poem for Skipper.
“Love is red, Sorrow is blue. I have a
30 minute commute and I can't see my
road, Please help,” the tweet stated.
Some tweets also claimed WKU was
more concerned with its Head to the
Hill event than with students' safety.

SEE QUEEN PAGE B2

SEE SKIPPER PAGE B2

BG Fairness continues fight for ordinance
BY EMMA AUSTIN
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Bowling Green is the largest
city in Kentucky that does not
have a fairness law to protect
the LGBT community against
discrimination, according to Patricia Minter, associate professor
of History.
Minter is an active member
of Bowling Green Fairness,
which is a localization of the
statewide campaign working
to protect citizens against discrimination based on sexual
orientation or gender identity.
The Bowling Green Fairness
Campaign hopes to “build an
inclusive community where
all individuals are valued and
empowered to reach their full
potential.”
The Fairness Coalition brings
this vision to Bowling Green by
promoting public awareness of
the problem. Minter said the
coalition attends city commission meetings regularly to re-

quest that a fairness law be put
on the agenda.
“The fairness ordinance we
propose would add sexual orientation and gender identity as
protected categories to existing
civil rights laws,” Minter said.
Despite the coalition’s repeated attempts to request
the local government consider
the bill, Minter said Bowling
Green continues to fall short in
protecting its citizens from discrimination.
Because of this lack of legal
protection, people can be discriminated against in housing,
employment and other public
accommodations. This means
it’s legal in Bowling Green for
people to be kicked out of
apartments or fired from jobs
simply because of their sexual
orientation.
Owensboro Gatton Academy senior Lucas Knight is the
coalition’s representative for
WKU’s Student Government
Association. Knight said he
jumped at the chance to rep-

resent an organization with a
cause he supports.
Although he has only been
involved with Bowling Green
Fairness for a little more than
one semester, Knight said he
has seen much support for the
cause within the community.
“Sadly, the issue [of LGBT legal protection] has been frozen
at the city commission level for
some time now, but the opinion at the individual level continues to shift,” Knight said.
Knight said the lack of protections in Bowling Green does
more than harm the victims of
discrimination.
“It makes Bowling Green
weaker as a whole,” Knight
said. “It’s harder to keep educated workers in a community
if there are policies that actively
discriminate against a subset
of these workers.”
Minter also testified to the brain
drain result of discrimination.
“We’re seeing some of our
best and brightest students
decide they want to move to a

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOWLING GREEN FAIRNESS

place where they can be who
they are,” Minter said. “We’re in
the same place while the rest of
the world has moved on.”
“It means that the minute
you get off campus, you’re
vulnerable,” Minter said, “and
that’s not okay.”
Minter said she works everyday to change the laws that allow her students and others in
Bowling Green to suffer from

daily acts of discrimination.
Minter said a challenge of
working in an antidiscrimination movement is that a fear
of further discrimination prevents victims from telling their
stories publicly.
“I feel a huge responsibility
to help because they feel they
must remain invisible,” Minter
added. “I can speak for them
and give them visibility.”
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Chinese Flagship students accepted into Princeton in Beijing
BY MADISON MARTIN
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU

For sophomores like Kate
Hart and Dalton Harshbarger,
becoming bilingual in Spanish was a goal they carried into
college, but they did not stop
there. WKU’s Chinese Flagship
Program, one of only 12 nationally, drew these students in
for its comprehensive program
that requires great diligence
but produces high proficiency
in the Chinese language.
These students have the opportunity to study in China for
eight weeks in an immersive
language study at the Princeton in Beijing program through
Princeton University.
“If you’re going to learn a language, Flagship is definitely the
way to do it because the results
it produces are just incredible,”
said Hart, who majors in Spanish, international affairs and
Asian religions and cultures at
Princeton.
Flagship sophomore and Belleville, Illinois, native Nathan
Read, who majors in international affairs, economics and

Asian religions and cultures,
was also accepted. The students will repeat another summer studying in a high immersion program.
Last year they attended Indiana University’s Flagship
Chinese Institute, which Hart
said is a step first-year Flagship students may choose to
take before tackling a program abroad. The step necessitates further language proficiency.
These common ties have
bonded the sophomores as
they’ve toiled through the
Chinese Flagship Program together.
“We’ve really bonded over
just common struggles like
trying to do this homework
by the end of the night so you
can get enough sleep so we can
study all day the next day and
the next day and the next day,”
Read said. “I’m really excited to
see where all of us end up.”
Princeton in Beijing considers itself a unique immersion program because it uses
Princeton University’s model
of teaching while in China. It
emphasizes fluency through

SKIPPER

Continued from LIFE
Multiple accounts tweeted that they
believed WKU placed higher priority on
the recruitment event than on students.
“Wku is only having class tomorrow
cuz they're recruiting during tomorrow's head to the hill. Business before
students. Gotta make that money,”
Twitter user @1018KatieT said.
Skipper said one of his favorite responses from students is their reaction
when they see him out and about.
“The most fun I have is when people
recognize me out on campus or even

QUEEN
Continued from LIFE
“It’s different for every queen,” MoodyCusick said. “Sometimes they’ll have
opportunities that pop up that they’ll
go do on their own. It’s a lot of different
opportunities for every queen.”
Moody-Cusick said her favorite part

accuracy, providing every two
to three students with at least
one teacher, according to the
program’s website.
Harshbarger, a Spanish and
international business major
from Burlington, said there
will be “endless opportunity
for advancement and practice”
throughout the program. This
is because of the constant use
of Chinese within class and
the city. Students are required
to sign a pledge stating they
will only speak Chinese during
their two months in the country’s capital.
Princeton in Beijing is said to
be one of the most difficult and
intensive programs available
to Flagship students, but that’s
precisely what Read saw as a
selling point.
“I think it’s another great opportunity, like I said, to improve myself,” Harshbarger
said, “because in the future,
I want to work for a Chinese
company.”
The three students are looking forward to advancing their
abilities in the language and
being placed in an environment where using the language

Sophomore Kate Hart was recently accepted into the Chinese
Intensive program at Princeton University in Beijing for the summer of 2016. Hart studies in the Chinese Flagship Program along
with being active in multiple organizations on campus. MICHAELA
MILLER/HERALD

is essential to everyday living.
“I guess a year and a half isn’t
that long to be studying language, but to have seen my

language progress so far in that
amount of time, I’m really excited to be able to actually use
it in the country,” Hart said.

off campus and ask to have their photos
taken with me,” he said.
Although students mainly do it for
fun, Skipper has had several run-ins
with those who take it a little too far, but
he always seems to have an answer for
them.
“I think he enjoys that role, and he
handles it very well,” Lee said.
In addition to his encounters with students outside the Internet, Skipper also
interacted with several via Twitter as he
exchanged tweets with them.
Paul Swartz , @iAmPaulSwartz, tweeted at Skipper and said if he didn’t cancel school tomorrow that Swartz would

consider transferring.
“Would hate to see you go,” Skipper
tweeted in reply to Swartz.
From tweets about his becoming
WKU’s next president to being threatened, cussed and called names, Skipper has seen it all, but said he always
remembers to remain professional.
“Usually someone will come to my
defense, which is gratifying,” Skipper
said. “Sometimes I have to restrain myself; I do remember that I represent the
university.”
With social media a direct communication pipeline to WKU students, the
chance of this tweeting frenzy about

Skipper disappearing anytime soon is
pretty slim.
“He communicates accurately and
concisely. His work is a great example
of using social media to get important
information to the campus community
quickly,” Lee said.
Skipper said he believes that as long as
Twitter is around, the constant tweets
towards him will be as well.
“I think it is a great way to keep a personal connection with the students and
will continue to engage with them as
long as they want,” he said.

of directing the pageants is to help the
young women get as much out of the
reign as she did. Reflecting on her experience being crowned, she wanted
to make sure the winners knew how to
make the most out of their title. MoodyCusick also wanted to show queens
how to market themselves correctly.
Since winning, Graham hopes to

spread her platform of confidence,
which she is already promoting on social media. She’s doing this through the
promotion of her Facebook page called
“Be Confident,” where she shares daily
quotes about confidence and personal
testimonies about how people have
overcome situations in their lives where
they didn’t have confidence in them-

selves.
“It’s an issue that affects men, women, young [and] old, and so I definitely
want to use my title to travel to other
places in the city,” Graham said. “Maybe do something — make a stand on
the Facebook page, maybe have a fundraiser ... to get to schools or something
like that.”

Planning for spring break often last minute, still enjoyable
BY BRITTINY MOORE
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
With spring break just a few weeks
away and Bowling Green's weather
covering the ground with snow and ice,
many students are eagerly making final plans to take advantage of the cold
weather or seek somewhere warmer.
Whether your plans take you to the
slopes or to a sunny beach, planning
a trip at the last minute can be overwhelming.
Chavis McDermott, Greensburg senior, said he is excited about his trip
with Cru and fellow Sigma Nu fraternity
members to Destin, Florida, this spring
break.
“We are pairing with churches doing
mission work on the beach,” McDermott said.“It’s a great opportunity to in-

crease our brotherhood and share our
faith down in Florida.”
To prepare for the trip, McDermott
said, one of the first things he had to do
was get time off work from O’Charley’s.
He hasn’t started packing his tank
tops and board shorts yet, and he still
hasn’t decided exactly how he will get to
Destin.
To top off these challenges, McDermott said that as a senior, he’s had to
make tough decisions about whether
or not he can afford the trip with graduation right around the corner.
McDermott said he made his final
decision to join Cru in Destin after remembering his previous mission trip to
Daytona, Florida.
“It changed my life and was a wonderful opportunity to build my faith,” McDermott said.
Many students have been in a simi-

lar position, wondering if a week of fun
and relaxation is worth bombing the inevitable test on Monday.
Steel Morss, a senior from Franklin,
Tennessee, said he's less worried about
his last-minute planning to White
Mountain National Forest in New
Hampshire and more worried about
the weather allowing a week of hiking
and camping.
“It’s a spur-of-the-moment kind of
thing,” Morss said.
Morss hopes to make his final plans,
including buying a plane ticket, by the
end of this week if the New Hampshire
weather looks like it will permit.
“I don’t have much invested, so if
it doesn’t happen, it will in the fall,”
he said. “There is about a 30 percent
chance I’ll go right now.”
This year’s unpredictable weather affected several students' plans.

Even though her family had been
planning a trip to Chicago since June
2015, Bardstown freshman Nina Ronstadt said her family will wait to set their
plans in stone until they know more
about weather conditions.
“We are afraid the weather won’t be
good for the trip,” Ronstadt said.
While Ronstadt has been busy looking
into restaurants and museums and getting ready for less than sunny weather,
she said her family typically procrastinates on spring break plans.
“We usually don’t make any reservations until the week before,” she said.
However, following a surprising trend
among last-minute planners, Ronstadt
said her family is not stressed about
lacking concrete plans.
“We do the same thing every year,
basically — just in different locations,”
Ronstadt said.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Conference road tests next for Lady Toppers
BY EVAN HEICHELBECH

HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
Coming off an 80-76 victory
at Marshall, WKU will look to
keep the momentum rolling
this week as it completes a
three-game road swing at Old
Dominion and Charlotte.
“We just got to keep rolling,
and this [win over Marshall]
was just one of those steps,”
Head Coach Michelle ClarkHeard said in a post-game radio interview.
The Lady Toppers will not
overlook their next conference
opponents as both teams currently field 7-5 conference records.
WKU will also look to gain
any lost traction in the C-USA
standings after a recent fall in
rank.
The Lady Toppers currently
sit in third place in the conference standings with a 10-2
record behind UTEP (12-1)
and Middle Tennessee (11-2).
WKU lost to both teams.
The first time WKU and Old
Dominion played each other
on Jan. 21, the Lady Toppers
came away with a definitive
68-51 victory over the Monarchs.

Sophomore forward Ivy
Brown, sophomore forward
Tashia Brown and freshman
forward Dee Givens led WKU
with 14 points each, and the
WKU defense held Old Dominion to 38.8 percent shooting for the game.
However, Old Dominion has
been a different team at home,
especially in conference play.
The Monarchs are 6-3 overall
and a perfect 5-0 in C-USA
games inside the Ted Constance Center.
Those three Old Dominion
losses came from Richmond,
East Tennessee State and
now nationally-ranked Miami
(Ohio). The most recent home
victory for the Monarchs was a
94-85 triumph over Charlotte
on Feb. 6.
“We just go game by game,
day by day,” Clark-Heard said.
“It’s always hard to go on the
road and win in someone’s
gym, so we’re going to continue to keep working to be
prepared for Thursday.”
Besides having a homecourt advantage, the Monarchs feature a dangerous
offensive tandem in guard
Jennie Simms and forward
Destinee Young.

BASEBALL

Continued from SPORTS
“I’m really encouraged by all our
pitchers,” Pawlowski said. “They’re
willing to learn and they’ve been
through some battles. They’ve seen
how tough this conference is, so I think
they’ve learned from last year’s experience and I hope that will help us take
that next step this year. This conference is very competitive on Friday and
Saturday nights and I know our pitchers are ready to accept that challenge.”
At the plate, the Hilltoppers are led
by senior infielder Danny Hudzina.
Hudzina, a 2016 preseason All-Conference USA selection, provided WKU
with its most consistent bat in 2015.

Simms is leading the conference in scoring average with
19 points per game, and Young
averages a solid 11 points and
eight rebounds per game. In
the last matchup, Simms led
all scorers with 18 points, and
Young turned in a 12-point,
seven-rebound effort.
As for Saturday’s contest in
Charlotte, the Lady Toppers
will be tasked with stopping
forward Alexis Alexander, who
is ninth in the conference in
both points and rebounds
with 15 and eight, respectively,
per game.
While redshirt junior guard
Kendall Noble was the star
of the last meeting between
these two teams with her record-breaking triple-double,
Alexander quietly kept the
49ers in the game tallying 10
points and 11 rebounds.
WKU won the game 77-66,
but Alexander was the only
player from Charlotte to live
up to her season average.
The 49ers have four starters averaging double figures,
and only guard Lefty Webster
cracked double digits with 10
points in the last meeting.
Webster, Kira Gordon and
Ciara Gregory all average at

Hudzina, from Palm City, Florida, led
WKU with 66 hits, a .327 batting average, and 22 multiple hit games in 2015.
His 2015 performance earned him
Second Team All-Conference USA.
“I feel pretty confident with our
team’s ability at the plate,” Hudzina
said. “We obviously we won’t have as
much power as we did last year but
our short game has gotten a lot better.
We’ve worked on that a lot and that’s
going to be one of our keys to success.”
Also joining Hudzina at the plate is
sophomore outfielder Kaleb Duckworth. The former Kentucky Mr. Baseball award winner is a Hilltopper to
watch this season after he batted .295
with five home runs in 2015.
Duckworth was in contention for C-

Redshirt junior guard Kendall Noble (12) drives to the basket past
Louisville forward Cortnee Walton (13) during the Lady Toppers’ 7169 win November 21, 2015 at Diddle Arena. NICK WAGNER/HERALD
least 11 points and are all capable of having productive offensive outings.
Charlotte is also tough to
beat in its own building with
an 8-2 overall home record,
including a 4-1 mark in the
conference.
Even though these teams are
better at home than on the
road, WKU is not a bad road
team by any means.
Two of the Lady Toppers’
three road losses came early in

the season and out of conference play to Ball State and Ole
Miss. And the 83-75 road loss
to talented C-USA foe Middle
Tennessee is not a resume
killer.
Two road wins this week
would be instrumental for
WKU and would keep the
Lady Toppers in strong position in the race for both the
C-USA regular season championship and the conference
tournament championship.

USA freshman
of the year before a shoulder injury kept
him out for the
final month of
the season.
The program
will look to
Head Coach John Pawlowski
make its firstever
C-USA
tournament
and there’s 12 teams in the conference.
after missing out last season as the Once you get into the tournament,
team finished a disappointing second- anything can happen.”
to-last place in the regular season conThe WKU baseball team opens its
ference standings.
season this weekend in a three-game
“One of our goals is to get in the Con- series against Youngstown State. The
ference USA tournament,” Pawlowski first matchup will be played at 3 p.m
said. “They take the top eight teams on Friday, Feb. 19, at Nick Denes Field.

This conference is a very competitive
on Friday and Saturday nights and
I know our pitchers are ready to
accept that challenge.”

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Continued from SPORTS

“I think he came [to WKU] probably with
his own intentions. I think he’s thrown
that out the window. All he wants to do is
win,” Lawson said. “He’s starting to make
the right decisions; he’s really starting to
develop his game.”
Edmond is gaining the trust of the
coaches as well as his teammates even in
late-game situations. He has an uncanny
ability to fight his way through traffic and
find the rim.
“He’s really starting to grasp and understand what we want from him,” Harper
said. “At times he still has to slow down
and read some things. He is getting better
every day, and I don’t think he has even
touched the surface of what he can be.”
The Toppers will be back in Diddle on
Saturday at 2 p.m. to take on Charlotte
(10-15) before going on a two-game road
swing. They will then head back to Bowling Green for their final two regular season games.
WKU dropped its first matchup with
Charlotte earlier in the season in a 88-71
blowout loss in North Carolina. The Toppers will look to slow down guard Jon Davis, who torched the Toppers for 23 points
on 9-12 shooting in their last matchup.

Junior guard Fredrick Edmond (25) drives to the bucket as Marshall guard C.J. Burks (14) applies pressure during overtime
during the game at Diddle Arena Saturday, Feb. 13. NICK WAGNER/HERALD
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hopes
Junior forward Ben Lawson
(14) tries to slam home
the ball during the second
half of a basketball game
against Marshall in Diddle
Arena Saturday, Feb. 13.
NICK WAGNER/HERALD

Hilltoppers prepare for home
conference battles

BY MATTHEW STEWART
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU

Senior guard Trey Freeman and
the Monarchs of Old Dominion
(14-11) will face the WKU men’s
basketball team (12-13) for the
second time this season Thursday
night in Diddle Arena.
The Monarchs bested the Toppers in the teams’ earlier matchup
on Old Dominion's home court
with a 68-62 victory. The Hilltoppers will have their hands full with
a player that received high praise
from the WKU program.
Freeman is one of two Old Dominion players averaging double
figures. Freeman is averaging 21
points per contest while shooting
43 percent from the floor. Free-

man has 192 more points than the
second leading scorer.
“His stats don’t lie,” junior forward Ben Lawson said.
One of the aspects of Freeman’s
play that has been seemingly lost
in basketball is the use of the midrange game. His unique approach
changes his opponents' defensive
schemes.
“His ability to use screens and
read screens — his mid-range
jump shot — is probably the best
I’ve ever seen,” Lawson said. “His
level-headedness, his ability to
run his team — he’s a big threat.
This time we got a few adjustments that might throw him off a
little bit.”
“When he [Freeman] gets in
that 15-foot, 17-foot range, he
very rarely misses that shot. They

do a great job of screening him to
get him open,” Head Coach Ray
Harper said.
The Toppers have been without
their starting point guard, freshman Chris McNeal, for 10 days
now. In that time, junior guard
Fredrick Edmond has jumped
right in and played quite well.
In the Toppers’ loss to Marshall this past Saturday, Edmond
dropped 25 points to lead all scorers while dishing out four assists
and making plays at the rim.
Edmond will play a large role in
containing Freeman in Thursday’s
game, and WKU will depend on
him to set the tone of the Topper
offense.

SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL
PAGE B3

» Women's Basketball:
Lady Tops prepare for pair of
Conference-USA road contests.

SOFTBALL

Holiday Inn
Classic next
for Lady Tops
BY BAILEY TOWNSEND
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU

The Lady Toppers are set to face Austin Peay and
Missouri State twice on Feb. 19-20 for their first
home games of the season as they compete at
home in the Holiday Inn Hilltopper Classic.
The tournament is the first of two home invitationals for WKU as it will also compete in the Holiday Inn Hilltopper Spring Fling next weekend.
“We play 29 home games this season including
two tournaments that I think will be very beneficial
for our team,” Head Coach Amy Tudor said.
Facing the Lady Toppers first will be the Austin
Peay Governors on Friday at 12:30, who finished
their 2015 season with a 9-37 record, winning only
five games at home and three games on the road.
The Governors also finished with a 5-22 record in
Ohio Valley Conference play.
Austin Peay has only played two games this season so far, winning one and losing one to GardnerWebb University in a two-game series at Boiling
Springs, North Carolina.
Despite having a less than promising record in
their 2015 season, the Lady Governors have quite a
few returning players, including seven starters and
five pitchers, among their 20-player roster.
The returning players also include four of Austin Peay’s top five hitters from 2015, 100 percent of
their pitching and five seniors.
Next to face the Lady Toppers at 3:00 p.m. will be
Missouri State, who finished with a record of 30-25
from last season. It also finished with a record of
17-9 during its conference play last year.
The Lady Bears have started this season so far
with a 3-2 record, losing to Detroit and UT Arlington while gaining a win against Texas Southern and
two more victories against Northern Colorado in
the UT Arlington Invitational.
For Missouri State, it seems that pitcher Erin
Struemph will be a major key to its future success.
Struemph pitched a complete game in the win
against Texas Southern, finishing the game with
six strikeouts. She also pitched the shutout against
Northern Colorado.
The Lady Toppers are off to a solid start to their
2016 season as they enter the home invitational
with a record of 3-1. The Lady Toppers secured
wins against Appalachian State, Butler and Furman while losing to fourth-ranked Auburn.
Despite losing standout pitcher Miranda Kramer, the Lady Toppers are off to a solid start on the
mound with junior pitcher Kathryn Downing earning her first win this season against Furman.
“I have the same confidence in our [pitching]
staff this year as we had last year,” Downing said.
Downing only allowed one earned run over 4 1/3
innings and recorded three strikeouts. Redshirt
sophomore Kelsey Jernigan came to relieve Downing, adding another three strikeouts to the total.
In the victory against Furman, sophomore pitcher Hannah Parker and sophomore utility player
Jordan Mauch proved to be a force at the plate.
The duo of Parker and Mauch combined for four
of WKU’s eight hits on the afternoon. Parker finished 2-for-3 with an RBI and a team-high .500 batting average, while Mauch finished with a pair of
hits and a RBI in four at bats.
With the Holiday Inn Hilltopper Classic starting
on Friday, it seems that the Lady Tops are more
than ready to take on the challenge of Missouri
State and Austin Peay.

BASEBALL

Pawlowski era set to begin at WKU
BY SAM PORTER
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
As the John Pawlowski era begins, the
WKU baseball team looks to prove that
they belong in the now familiar Conference USA.
The veteran head coach boasts 505
total wins, 11 NCAA Tournament appearances and 80 MLB draft selections
during his 22-year coaching tenure at
the collegiate level and looks to continue his success at his new home.
The Hilltoppers finished 24-28, 10-19
C-USA in 2015, and missed the C-USA
tournament in their first season in the
new league. The WKU baseball team is
preseason picked to finish ninth out of
12 teams in Conference USA.
“We don’t really pay attention to any
of those things,” redshirt junior infielder Peter Thomas said regarding the
preseason ranking.
“We don’t really look at what people
think we’re going to do,” Thomas said.
“We’re going to play our game. No matter what people say, we’re going to go

out and play as hard as we can. We’ve
been extremely motivated ever since
fall. This team has really come together, and we’re itching for success. Our
lineup is going to be solid. I know it.”
The Hilltoppers will look to their
bullpen to be the strength of their team
this year. The bullpen will be led by senior Josh Bartley and redshirt junior
Kevin Elder.
Bowling Green native Josh Bartley
led the Hilltoppers with six victories,
including a win over third-ranked Louisville last season, and 59.1 innings in
2015 as ones of WKU’s primary pitchers in 2015.
Kevin Elder, a Hampshire, Illinois,
native, led the Hilltoppers with a 1.87
ERA and held his opponents scoreless
in 16 of his 23 appearances in 2015.
Joining Bartley and Elder in the rotation are seniors Austin King and John
Harman, redshirt junior Jackson Sow- WKU's infielder Danny Hudzina, left, talks to the press as redshirt junior infielder
ell, and juniors Cody Coll, Ben Morri- Thomas Peter listens during the Hilltoppers press conference on Wednesday, Feb.
son, Sam Higgs and Ryan Thurston.
17, 2016, days before their first home game on Friday. ”Our number one goal is to
be in the Conference USA tournament. Once you're there, anything can happen,"
SEE BASEBALL PAGE B3 WKU's Head Coach John Pawlowski said. SHABAN ATHUMAN/HERALD

